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PLAY CRICKET IN THE SHADOW OF MT. FUJI
The tour

Following on from the successful Shanghai 

Cricket Club tour of Japan in May 2009, 

the cricketers of Shanghai are going again.  

We're playing friendly games against 

both the Japan Men's and Women's 

National teams, and we need to be in top 

form as it's their final preparation for the 

World Cup and Asian Games. 

Our supporters in Japan, Altech, made 

it a fabulous experience in 2009 and are 

with us again and promising to make it a 

bigger event still.

We're inviting  players from all the 

Shanghai clubs to join us and build on last 

year's success. Families are very much 

welcome.

The tour is taking shape now: fixtures 

with the National and University teams 

have been booked for the 23rd and 25th 

September at their new training grounds in 

Sano.

The budget

Japan is surprisingly cheap. Food, drinks 

and accommodation generally cost less 

than Shanghai.  We're hoping to secure 

return flights for under RMB3,000 from 

Shanghai.  The hotel at the venue is 

RMB470 per night with breakfast,  and 

hotels are available for between US$60 

and US$100 per night in Tokyo.

So come along  on this excellent 

touring opportunity. It's a great way to see 

more of Asia and get some international 

cricketing experience. Tell your mates!

The contacts

To reserve a spot on the tour or for more 

information, please contact one of the 

following people as soon as possible:

Paul Howard: ozdune@hotmail.com

Ainsley Mann: aimann@apac.ko.com

Andy Scott: andy@cricketshanghai.com

The	  Shanghai	  Cricket	  Club’s
Second	  Annual	  Invitational

Tour of Japan

Tentative Schedule

22 Sep
Arrive Tokyo and transfer 
to Sano

23 Sep
Playing day

24 Sep
Sightseeing/free time, or 
possibly extra match

25 Sep
Playing day

26 Sep
Return to Tokyo

26 Sep
Return Shanghai or remain 
in Tokyo for sightseeing

International 
Cricket Opportunity
22-27 September
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